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Spend more time outdoors with the Montclair Dining Collection. This stylish collection contains a variety of 
dining sets that will instantly transform your backyard into a picturesque setting for al fresco meals. The sleek, 
modern frames are forged out of heavy-duty steel and treated with a multi-step finish for ultimate outdoor 
protection. Products within the Montclair Collection are designed to be practical, functional, and timeless. 
Design details include elegant embellishments, curling armrests, and swivel-action bases that can sweep guests 
off their feet into a full 360-degree spin. Each chair is topped with thick foam cushions and pillows that allow 
you to entertain your guests in fashionable comfort. The fabric is soft to the touch, yet durable enough to resist 
moisture, stains, and UV harm. Entertain in style and comfort all year long with the Montclair Collection.

Features

○ Designed with premium, outdoor-grade materials that last year after year

○ High-performance powder coating provides extended protection against rust, scratches, and UV harm

○ Swivel-action chairs perform a 360° spin and gentle rocking motion

○ Steel-stamped table tops add a modern edge to the collection

○ Classic embellishments sweep across the back of each chair

○ Chairs include thick foam cushions with coordinating accent pillows

○ Easy to clean and maintain

○ Cushions available in Ocean Blue, Chili Red, Country Cork, and Navy Blue fabric options

○ Some assembly required

The MONTCLAIR Collection

Ocean Blue Chili Red Country Cork Navy Blue
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